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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

PROTECT YOUR EYES

Always wear safety glasses or an approved eye

shield when operating a grinding machine.

ALWAYS USE A WHEELGUARD

Be certain that the grinding wheel is shielded by

the correct wheelguard before starting the

machine.

INSPECT GRINDING WHEELS CAREFULLY

immediately upon receipt, all grinding wheels

should be closely inspected to be sure that they

have not been damaged in transit.

Before mounting a vitrified grinding wheel, test for

cracks as follows: suspend the wheel over a pin

through the mounting hole. Tap the periphery of

the wheel lightly with a non-metallic implement.

An undamaged wheel will emit a clear metallic

ring. Resinoid and other organic bonded wheels

will not "ring" and must be given a careful visual

inspection before use.

NOTE: Handle all grinding wheels with care to

prevent dropping or bumping.

STORE GRINDING WHEELS IN A CLEAN DRY AREA

Store as <close to the machine as possible. Racks,

bins or drawers should be provided for safe storage

and easy access. The storage area should not be

subjected to extremes in temperature or humidity

as these conditions sometimes affect resin bonds.

is recommended for

MOUNTING THE GRINDING WHEEL

mounting grinding

GRINDING WHEEL SPEED

NEVER RUN A GRINDING WHEEL FASTER
THAN THE MAXIMUM SAFE OPERATING
SPEED. Grinding wheels are clearly marked with a

maximum safe operating speed. This marking

appears on the side of the wheel, or on the blotter

attached to the wheel. This marking tells, in

revolutions per minute, the n
which the grinding wheel may operate at its

maximum diameter.

Also refer to the current American National

Standards Institute, Inc. publication B7.1 1964

entitled 'The Use, Care, and Protection of

Abrasive Wheels."

After the grinding wheel has been properly

mounted, start the spindle and let it run for a full

minute at operating speed before attempting to

grind. WHEN STARTING THE SPINDLE, DO
NOT STAND IN THE GRINDING WHEEL'S
PLANE OF ROTATION.

GENERAL OPERATING RULES

Peripheral grinding wheels should not be used for

side grinding because of insufficient support to

withstand the pressures exerted. Side grinding shall

only be performed with wheels designed for this

purpose. Grinding on the flat sides of straight

wheels is often hazardous and should not be

allowed, especially when the sides of the wheel are

appreciably worn or when any considerable or

sudden pressure is brought to bear against the

sides. Type 6, 11 and 12 wheels are used for side

grinding.

Do r

Use only grinding wheels of the size and type

described on page M10.

Special collets and spindle drive pulleys are

required for 8" diameter grinding wheels (see page

RP8).

All machines, except those equipped with a mist

coolant attachment should be fitted with a dust

exhaust system.

Do not wear rings, long ties, wrist watches or

loose long sleeved shirts when operating this

machine.
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FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

RIGHT FRONT OF STANDARD MACHINE
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FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
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FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM

ELEVATING
COLUMN
(UNIT1DAB)

WHEELHEAD
MOUNTING PLATE
(UNIT1DAW)

WHEELHEAD TILTING
(UNIT1DAW) BRACKET

(UNIT1DAW)

COLUMN
HANDWHEEL
(UNIT 1DAB)

ELECTRICAL
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DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

FOUNDATION

A special foundation is not required. Any
substantial floor, wood or concrete, fairly flat, and
sufficiently heavy to withstand the weight of the

machine, will be satisfactory. However, do not

locate the machine close to vibrating equipment, as

vibration transmitted to the machine will result in

a poor finish on the cutting edge of the cutter

being sharpened.

The effects of a vibrating foundation may be
reduced or entirely eliminated by mounting the

machine on a rubber base 3/8" or 1/2" thick. This

base may be made by placing a good grade of

oilproof rubber between two thin steel sheets. Of
course, the rubber selected should have sufficient

unit strength to withstand the weight of the

machine, which may be as much as 3000 pounds
with fixtures.

LIFTING MACHINE (Figure M7A)

The machine may be lifted by a crane with a rope

or cable sling around two 1 " steel bars through the

bed as indicated in Figure M7A. Before lifting the

machine be certain to move the saddle to its

extreme inner position so it clears the lifting rope

to prevent possible damage to machine. The slings

should be long enough so that crane lifting hook is

approximately 5 feet above table. DO NOT
attempt to lift this machine by a rope sling around
the saddle, or wheelhead spindle.

LEVELING MACHINE (Figure M7B)

For leveling machine tools

tube spirit level reading to

graduation (.0005" per foot)

carpenter's level or the bulb :

combination square is not accura

must be clean and free of burrs,

pieces of shim stock under bearing

in Figure M7B, until machine
directions. Check and adjust

periodically.

graduated

seconds per

is required. A
i a machinist's

e enough. Table

Place 6" square

pads, illustrated

is level in all

machine level

LIFTING DIAGRAM

Figure M7B
AREA ON UNDERSIDE OF BASE

IN CONTACT WITH FLOOR

CLEANING

The machine should never be cleaned with the

blast from an air hose as it will drive grit and dirt

into ways and bearings. Use only lint-free rags for

plain surfaces and a stiff bristle brush for corners.

Prevent formation of permanent stain by periodic

cleaning. If machine will remain idle for a long

time, wipe a thin coat of oil over all exposed parts

to prevent rust. It is good preventive maintenance

to remove the table slide to clean balls and ways
periodically. Also remove the saddle occasionally —
clean the ways and re-oil. Regardless of guards, the

PUBLICATION NO. M-2791-1
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grinding grit in the air around a machine that is dry

grinding will settle in the oil film and form a

lapping compound to hasten wear. DO NOT oil or

grease the balls under table. Dusting them lightly

with colloidal graphite will lubricate the balls in

retainer - if lubrication seems advisable.

LUBRICATION

Thoroughly lubricate all moving parts as they are

installed. Then add lubricant at points indicated

below before starting machine.

Purchase lubricants from reliable dealers. Use

lubricant of correct specifications. Do not over-oil.

The following schedule is based on a regular

eight-hour day.

WHEN TO
OIL

STATION
NO.

PARTS LUBRICATED INSTRUCTIONS
LUBRICANT

SPECIFICATIONS*

Daily

(8 hours)

1 and 2
Column Sleeve and Fill spring capped oilers

(2).

CMMCo. P-47

3
Workhead - Front and

Rear Spindle Bearings

Apply a few drops of oil at

oil button — when used.

CMMCo. P-54

4
Workhead Pulley -
Dead Center Operation

Apply a few drops of oil at

oil hole - when used.

5

Hand Feed Shaft

Bearings, Cross Feed

Nut, Table Rack and

Ways and, if used,

Power Feed Bushing.

Align buttons on slide and

base; then pull out on

plunger and allow it to

return by itself. Keep

reservoir filled to top of

screen filter -

approximately 1 quart.

CMMCo. P-47

6
Retracting Tailstock

Center Bearings
Fill spring capped oil cup. CMMCo. P-54

Weekly

(40 hours)
7

Table Drive Gearing —

Power Table Traverse

Machines only.

Apply 2 or 3 shots of

grease at fitting.
CMMCo. P-64

Consult the latest edition of Publication No. M-2258 for a complete list of lubricants and

suppliers for the CMMCo. specifications.

NOTE: The wheelhead spindle bearings (49A, 30A and 31A, RP4), elevating worm shaft

bearings (5 and 10, RP30) and wheelhead motor bearings (12 and 20, RP4) are

sealed bearings which are grease packed for the life of the bearing.

NOTE: The table slide rides on precision ball bearings. These and the ways should be

cleaned and dried occasionally, but should never be oiled or greased, as oily

lubricants will eventually pick up grinding grit. After cleaning, dust the balls lightly

with colloidal graphite.

NOTE: Coolant tank capacity: 8 gallons (30 liters).

Cincinnati Milacroi
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ATTACHMENT LUBRICATION

ATTACHMENT INSTRUCTIONS
LUBRICANT

SPECIFICATIONS

Face Mill Grinding

Attachment

Apply several drops of oil, daily when in use,

to each of 2 oilers to lubricate the spindle

bearings.

CMMCo. P-47

Work Blade Grinding

Attachment

Fill 2 oil cups, daily when in use, to lubricate

the blade holder bushings.

Micrometer Table

Positioning Attachment
Fill 2 oil cups, daily when in use, to lubricate

the lead screw and nut.

No. 2 Radius

Grinding Attachment

Fill 1 oil cup, daily when in use, to lubricate

the swivel bearings.

No. 1 Radius

Grinding Attachment

Apply several drops of oil, daily when in use,

to one oil button to lubricate the spindle

bearings.

Swivel bearings are packed at assembly and

require no further lubrication, unless

disassembled.

CMMCo. P-64

Internal Grinding

Attachment

The spindle bearings are permanently sealed

and lubricated and require no further

lubrication for the life of the bearing.

None

PUBLICATION NO. M-2791-1
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ADJUSTMENTS

WHEELHEAD DRIVING BELTS

The motor and spindle are supplied with two step

pulleys for varying the spindle speed to suit the

needs of a 3W or 6" diameter grinding wheel. The
6" diameter wheel is driven by the large spindle

pulley (3890 rpm) while the 3 !/2" wheel is driven

by the small spindle pulley at 6530 rpm. Thus,

both wheels grind with a surface speed of

approximately 6000 sfpm.

WARNING

Machines that are to be operated with 8"

grinding wheels require special driver and
driven pulleys and wheel collet. See page RP8
for correct driver and driven pulley

combinations.

All grinding wheels have certain safe peripheral

speeds that should not be exceeded. The following

table gives maximum peripheral speeds approved

by the American National Standards Institute for

certain standard wheels.

Do not exceed the speed printed on the wheel

by the manufacturer if it is lower than that

shown in the table.

Always replac belt guard after changing wheel

Vitrified and Silicat Bonds Organic Bonds

fication Types of Wheels Low Medium High Low Medium High

Number Strength Strength Strength Strength Strength Strength

SFPM SFPM SFPM SFPM SFPM SFPM

Type 1 - Straight Wheels

1 Type 12 -Dish Wheels 5,500 6,000 6,500 6,500 8,000 9,500

Type 1 3 — Saucer Wheels

2 Types 5 and 7 - Recessed Wheels 5,500 6,000 6,500 6,500 8,000 9,500

3 Type 1 1 - Flaring Cups 4,500 5,500 6,000 6,000 8,000 9,500

4 Type 6 - Deep Recessed Cup Wheels 4,500 5,000 5,500 6,000 7,500 9,000

POWER TABLE TRAVERSE

The power feed mechanism operates through a

selenium rectifier that supplies power to the dc

motor drive. The delivered voltage is varied by a

powerstat unit to produce infinitely variable feeds

to table within a range of from 7 ipm to 90 ipm.

The table traverse motor start-stop switch is

located at right center of control panel on front of

machine, while the powerstat control switch is

mounted at the center of the plate (Figure M4).

Disengage the power traverse by swinging the table

traverse disengaging lever to the rear position as

shown on Figure RP16. Make the necessary job

setup by using manual control, then disengage

hand knobs.

WHEELHEAD SPINDLE BEARINGS

This spindle is equipped with four axially

preloaded ball bearings, two at either end of

spindle. If spindle bearings become worn or loose it
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is to your advantage to order a rebuilt spindle from

us. When it arrives, return your old spindle and you
will be allowed credit for any usable parts while

you get the accuracy of a guaranteed spindle.

Loosen three s > "A" through adjusting

Tap the adjusting nut lightly to break it loose,

hold the forward end of spindle and turn nut

by hand until any feeling of spindle looseness

has disappeared.

Tighten three screws "A" to lock setting.

CYLINDER GRINDING ATTACHMENT BELT

To adjust the tension on V-belt (23, RP38), loosen

screw (12) and move motor (5) away from the

spindle to increase belt tension. When properly

adjusted, the belt can be deflected 'A" by pressing

at a point midway between the two sheaves, see

Figure Ml IB.Tighten screw (12) when the proper

tension is obtained.

beltv

SECTION THROUGH WORKHEAD V-BELT TENSION ADJUSTMENT

PUBLICATION Nl
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GRINDING WHEEL MOUNTING

GENERAL

Statistics show that over half of the wheel
breakages that occur in grinding machinery are

direct results of improper mounting or storage.

Accidents that happen days or even weeks after the

wheel has been in use can often be traced directly

to some error in the mounting procedure.

Most grinding machines are for single purpose work
and are heavily guarded to prevent injury to

operators and surrounding personnel if breakage

occurs. The complete guarding of cutter grinders

however, is virtually impossible because of the very
nature and variety of work. It is strongly

recommended that the user build special guards to

cover as much as possible his own class of work.
These guards should be designed to protect not
only the operator but those in the vicinity who
might be affected in the event of an accident.

Properly designed and placed heavy sheet metal or
wire mesh screens are excellent protection for

surrounding personnel.

CHECK WHEEL SPEED

Before mounting the wheel, check the maximum
speed marked on the wheel. This marking appears

on the side of the wheel, or on the blotter attached

to the wheel. This marking indicates the maximum
safe speed, in rpm, that the grinding wheel may
operate.

wheel will give a clear ring when tapped. A
cracked wheel will sound dead. This test is

not valid for resin bond wheels as they do not
emit a clear tone in either case. Resin wheels
should be visually inspected for damage each
time they are mounted.

Inspect Mounting Parts for Flatness - Check
collet clamping nut, keyed washer, spacers,

and wheel bearing surface of the collet

(Figure Ml 2) for flatness. Coat bearing

surfaces of spacers, keyed washer, and collet

nut with red lead or prussian blue. Rub
bearing surfaces on a surface plate to

determine the location of any high spots.

High spots should be evenly distributed over
the surface being checked. Nicks or burrs

should be carefully removed so as not to

remove metal below the original machined
surface. Spacers and washers should also be
checked on a surface plate with a dial

indicator, to be certain that both sides are

parallel. Coat the wheel bearing area of the
collet with a thin film of red lead or prussian
blue. Use a flat, precision ground ring with a

W*" hole to check flatness of the bearing
surface. Wheel bearing area must be flat and
free of nicks and burrs.

Never run a grinding wheel faster than the
maximum safe operating speed marked on the

BEFORE MOUNTING THE GRINDING WHEEL

The following requirements must be met before

mounting the grinding wheel on the collet.

1. Test or Inspect for Cracks - All vitrified

grinding wheels must be "ring tested" before

they are mounted. The wheels must be dry
and free of packing material when performing
the test. Suspend the wheel from the
mounting hole and tap the wheel gently with
a non-metallic implement. An undamaged GRINDING WHEEL COLLET ASSEMBLY
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Inspect Collet — Spindle Mating Surfaces —
The tapered hole in he collet and tapered end
of the spindle must fit properly when checked
with red lead or prussian blue. Spindle keys

must fit snugly, but not tight enough to swell

the sides of the keyway.

WARNING

sure that the collet parts, clamping the

grinding wheel, have the same outside

diameter and bearing area. Clamping surfaces

of different diameters will set up dangerous
stresses within the wheel which can ca

wheel failure.

When mounting the wheel, be sure that the proper
sized collet is used. The following table shows the

minimum collet diameter to be used with 6, 7 or 8

inch diameter wheels.

KEYED WASHERS

When mounting grinding wheels on collets of 6"

maximum capacity (2" flange O.D.), the keyed
washer, supplied with the collet, should always be

used adjacent to the nut and, whenever possible,

should be placed next to the blotter of the wheel

(see Figure Ml 3). The washer between nut and
wheel prevents scuffing of the blotter when the nut

is tightened, and also helps to insure that the

clamping nut will not "back off" regardless of the

wheel rotation.

WHEEL DIAMETER

8" 3"

BLOTTERS

Blotters should always be used with all wheels and
should be no thicker than 0.025". Never use more
than one blotter per side. Where blotters are

supplied loose with wheels they should not be

re-used. Where the blotters are supplied glued to

the wheels they must be carefully inspected for

abrasions and scuffing that might result in unequal
clamping pressures on the wheel. Any high spots

should be carefully removed (see paragraph on
Keyed Washers).

WHEEL MOUNTING HOLES

The tensile stress from rotation reaches a

maximum value at the hole of the wheel, and from
a safety standpoint nothing should be done to

increase this stress beyond its normal value, such as

forcing or cocking the wheel on the collet. If the

fit is tight do not use the wheel or attempt to

"open up" the hole.

NOTE: The keyed washer supplied with older

machines was thinner than the present

washer and had a tang or key bent 90°

from the face of the washer. This tang

prevents the key from rotating through

the thread and should always be mounted
away from the wheel. If this procedure is

not followed, an accident may result from
the tang being forced up the radius of the

keyway into the bore of the wheel (see

Figure Ml4A).

When mounting grinding wheels on collets of 8"

maximum capacity (3" flange O.D.), use a keyed
washer that is relieved on both sides resulting in a

bearing area equal to the bearing area of the collet.

If the keyed washer is not relieved on both sides, a

relieved spacer - having the bearing area equal to

the bearing area of the collet — must be used

against the blotter of the wheel; then, the keyed

PUBLICATION NO. M-2791-1
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washer against the spacer with the blotter on the

other side of the wheel against the flange of the

collet (see Figures M14B and M14C). It is always

preferable to have one of the blotters against the

flange of the collet.

Always be sure that the distance between the

flange and keyed washer is sufficient to prevent the

tang from bottoming in keyway slot. Sometimes
spacers are required to accomplish this. If so, read

is under SPACERS.

SPACERS

Spacers are often used to position the grinding

wheel on the collet. In using spacers remember that

either (a) one of the blotters of the wheel must be

in contact with the flange side of the collet, as

shown in Figure Ml 5A, or (b) one of the blotters of

the wheel must be in contact with a keyed washer,

as shown in Figure M15B. Plain spacers (without a

tang or key drive) must never be used on each side

of the grinding wheel simultaneously as there

would be no positive drive and the wheel may slip

under heavy cuts. A spacer between the solid

flange of the collet and grinding wheel is not

recommended; although in rare cases it may be

necessary. In these rare cases, the friction between

collet flange and spacer is low and the wheel may
slip if the keyed washer is not against one of the

blotters to drive the grinding wheel. Also, the

keyed washer must be in contact with the collet

NOTE: Care must be taken to see that the key of
the washer does not bottom in keyway.

Figure Ml 4C
Spacers should have a bearing area against the RELIEVED SPACER WITH UNRELIEVED
wheel equal to the bearing area of the collet. KEYED WASHER ON 3" DIAMETER FLANGE COLLETS
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TIGHTENING THE COLLET NUT

Two holes are provided in the collet into which a

collet pin wrench or pin spanner wrench must be

placed to hold the collet while the collet nut is

being tightened or removed. Pin diameter must

never be smaller than 1/64" less than the hole.

Smaller pins can cause damage to the wheel bearing

surface of the collet (see Figure M15C).

Always use the special pin wrench provided for

tightening and removing the collet nut. The collet

nut should be seated with a firm pull. Fifteen foot

pounds of torque is sufficient. This is

approximately the average maximum pull by hand

on a four-inch long wrench. NEVER STRIKE THE
COLLET WRENCH OR COLLET NUT. If the

wrench should slip and strike the wheel, the wheel

must be removed and tested for cracks (see page

M12).

As final check, hold the collet with the pin wrench

and be certain the wheel does not turn on the

There is a captive socket head s<

PUBLICATION NO. M-2791-1
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of the collet. Start this screw into the threaded

hole in the spindle with the T-wrench provided.

Place a pin in one of the holes on the collet flange

and hold the collet in position while tightening the

socket head screw securely

.

Figure Ml 6

A

MOUNTING THE GRINDING WHEEL
AND COLLET ASSEMBLY

REMOVING THE COLLET

To remove the collet, back the socket head screw

out with the T-wrench, while holding the collet in

position with a pin or pin spanner wrench (see

Figure M16B). As the screw backs out, it will

unseat the collet from the spindle taper. NEVER
STRIKE THE COLLET OR SPINDLE TO FREE
THE TAPER. Striking the collet can also deform

the wheel bearing area to a point where it is no

longer flat. A grinding wheel cannot be mounted
against such a deformed surface without

developing dangerous stresses.

Never start the spindle until you are sure

spindle key is seated in the collet keyway.

STARTING THE GRINDING WHEEL SPINDLE

Do not stand in the wheel's plane of rotation.

When starting the spindle, stand well to the side

and warn personnel in the surrounding area. A
good practice is to cover the wheel with a heavy

sheet metal drum or can before it is started and

allow the wheel to run for a full minute before

removing the drum. In any case, allow the wheel to

run for a full minute before starting to grind.

CAUTION

NEVER PRY AGAINST THE BACK OF THE
COLLET USING THE WHEELHEAD
HOUSING AS A FULCRUM. This area of the

wheelhead is necessarily thin and may be

deformed to a point where it touches the

spindle. The heat generated from friction

between these surfaces can ruin the spindle

bearings.

DO NOT STRIKE THE GRINDING WHEEL
SPINDLE OR ANYTHING ATTACHED TO
IT! EVEN A "LIGHT TAP" MAY DAMAGE
THE SPINDLE BEARINGS.
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HOW TO ORDER REPAIR PARTS

You will receive quicker and better service when
ordering repair parts if you will adhere to the

following instructions when ordering such

These four requirements are essential:

1

.

State amount wanted.

2. Give catalog key number, part number and

name of part. If ordering parts by part

number, please advise where the number was

obtained.

Number stamped on part.

Prior Invoice.

Parts List Catalog. (Give identification

and publication number on front cover.)

3. Give complete serial number of machine. (The

number can be found stamped at top rear of

base. See Figure Ml 7).

Specify how and where to ship.

Do not say, "Ship quickest way." Be definite

and state agency desired, that is—Air Mail,

Parcel Post (Special Delivery), Parcel Post

(Regular), Express, Motor Freight, Rail

Freight, etc.

Specify each individual piece that is required

in the order. If only certain parts of a unit are

required, never use the word "complete"; it

always raises a question as to how much of a

unit to supply.

However, in some cases, due to the nature of

the part, it will be necessary and less costly to

you for us to supply additional related pieces,

especially if part wanted is obsolete.





KEY NUMBER INDEX

PARTS LIST CATALOG

UNIT NAME DRAWING NAME

Housing, Spindle and Drive ,

Tilting Bracket

Slide and Swivel Tables

(24" Table Travel - with

or without Power Feed) 701

269-274,

280, 285,

286, 295,

307, 308,

312-337

664

Saddle, Power Feed
(24" Table Travel)

Ball Track, Table Hand
Feed, Splash Guard
(24" Table Travel)

Cross Feed, Slow Table

Handfeed (16" and 24"

Table Travel)

435-451,

455-464

666-688

465-470

479, 484,

485, 504
508-519

544-555

665

556,

560-595

600-609
689-694

620-631,

637,638
641-647

653-655
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Cincinnati No. 2 CUTTER AND TOOL GRINDER

KEY NUMBER INDEX (Continued)

UNIT NAME DRAWING NAME KEY
NO.

PAGE
NO.

KEY NUMBERS
OF OTHER UNITS

WORKHEAD
(UNIT 1GC)

Workhead Spindle. Draw-
In Bolt

145-171,

174-189,

695

RP-29

BASE
(UNIT 1DAB)

Base and Elevating Shaft

1-33,

38-40,

47

RP-31

lDN-42,45 ,52-54,

1DNN-34-36. 49-51,

56-58

1DM-41,43,44

Column Housing and 60-102 RP-33

COOLANT PUMP &
PIPING (UNIT 1DP)

Coolant Pump and

Piping

1-19,

23-35,

40-44

55-58

60-62

RP-35

WORK BLADE GRIND-
ING ATTACHMENT
(UNIT 1DBW)

Work Blade Grinding

Attachment

1-5 RP-37

MICROMETER TABLE
POSITIONING ATTACH.
(UNIT 1DJF)

Micrometer Table

Positioning Attachment
1-25 RP-37

CYLINDRICAL GRIND-
ING ATTACHMENT
(UNIT 1DBT)

Cylindrical Grinding

Attachment

1-4,

6-32
RP-39 1DM-5

DRAW-IN BOLT FOR
COLLETS (UNIT 1DJF)

Draw-In Bolt, 50-40 N.S. 35-38 RP-39

HEAVY DUTY TAIL-
STOCK ATTACHMENT
(UNIT 1DJF)

Heavy Duty Tailstock 39-79 RP-41

EXHAUST DUST
ATTACHMENT
(UNIT 1DJF)

Dust Exhaust .« RP-41

MISCELLANEOUS
ATTACHMENTS
(UNIT 1DJF)

Cutter Sharpening Arbor 149-152 RP-43

Saw Sharpening and Side

Mill 153-158 RP-43

Draw-In Collet Attachment 159-165
RP-43
RP-45

Slot Indexing Attachment 166-180 RP-47

2" Raising Block 185-190 RP-47

Reducing Collet 191 RP-47

Face Mill Adapter 192 RP-47



PARTS LIST CATALOG

KEY NUMBER INDEX (Concluded)

UNIT NAME DRAWING NAME KEY
NO.

PAGE
NO.

KEY NUMBERS
OF OTHER UNITS

GEAR CUTTER SHARP-
ENING ATTACH.
(UNIT 1DBV)

Gear Cutter Sharpening

Attachment
1-39 RP-49

INTERNAL GRINDING
ATTACHMENT
(UNIT 1DBP)

Internal Grinding

Attachment
1-48 RP-51

RADIUS GRINDING
ATTACHMENT NO. 1

(UNIT 1DGB)

No. 1 Radius Grinding

Attachment
1-77 RP-53

No. 1 Radius Grinding

Attachment
78-141

145-148
RP-55

RADIUS GRINDING
ATTACHMENT NO. 2

(UNIT 1DEJ)

No. 2 Radius Grinding

Attachment
„5 RP-57

FACE MILL GRIND-
ING ATTACHMENT
(UNIT 1DCA)

Face Mill Grinding

Attachment
7-46

51-55
RP-59

1DAW-138- 144

1DJF-197, 198

SURFACE GRINDING
ATTACHMENT
(UNIT 1DBU)

Surface Grinding

Attachment
1-30 RP-61

LONG REAMER GRIND-
ING ATTACHMENT
(UNIT 1DBZ)

Long Reamer Grinding

Attachment
1-56 RP-63

Instruction Plates 1-8 RP-65

PUBLICATION NO. M-2791-1
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HOUSING, SPINDLE AND DRIVE

REF. PULLEY-DRIVER

TILTING BRACKET

SPINDLE
EXTENSIONS
(FOR STANDARD

SPINDLE)
85 ^86 87

|

8 8
! 90 REF SPINDLE

\? IDAWt53

Q> c:WT"~

152 .„ REF SPINDLE

x
15tlDAW-53



PARTS LIST CATALOG

WHEELHEAD-UNIT 1 DAW

Cap '-'"'' :i.i' tr ™:::
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w spTpiuh"!
;

;
;£ ended Spindle). - .
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WHEELHEAD
HOUSING, SPINDLE AND DRIVE

2 3

REF. PULLEY-DRIVER

REF. PULLEY- DRIVEN

TILTING BRACKET

SPINDLE
EXTENSIONS
(FOR STANDARD

SPINDLE)
85 ,86 87

^* Sci z^j~ -

8

|

8 8
? 9° REF SPINDLE
\ ? I DAW- 53

Cincinnati Milacron



PARTS LIST CATALOG

TO REMOVE GRINDING WHEEL SPINDLE (53, RP4)

1. Remove spindle drive cover (42) and belt (24,
RP4). Remove spindle lock screw (115 or

120, RP8) and collet (112 or 117) with
grinding wheel, from one or both ends of

2. Remove retaining ring (41, RP4) and slip

driven pulleys off spindle. On machine
without 4" extended spindle, remove four

screws (50) and cap (51) from front end of
spindle. Remove eight screws (36 and 37) and
slip bearing retainer sleeve (27) with spindle

assembly out of wheelhead housing.

Ship this assembly back to our factory for credit

and install a new factory guaranteed spindle. Make
certain that driver and driven pulleys are in line

when assembling.

1. Proceed per

and3,pageRP33.

2. Place wheelhead on bench with knob (70,
RP4) up. Remove screw (76), spring (75), and
plug (74) from each side of wheelhead. Lift

tilting bracket (77) with trunnion (65) and
locking device (69-72) from wheelhead.

TO REMOVE WHEELHEAD MOTOR SHAFT (29, RP4)

1. Remove belt guard (42, RP4) belt and driver

pulley assembly.

2. Remove screws (16, 17, RP4) on front end
and remove Front End Bell (10). Push spindle

(29) with armature out pulley end of housing.
(Motor shaft, with all rotating parts should be
dynamically balanced before installation.)

PUBLICATION NO. M-2791-1
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WHEELS, COLLETS, AND GUARDS

CENTERING GAGE
AND WRENCHES



PARTS LIST CATALOG

WHEELHEAD-UNIT 1 DAW (Concluded)
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Cincinnati No. 2 CUTTER AND TOOL GRINDER

SLIDE a SWIVEL TABLES
16" TABLE TRAVEL



PARTS LIST CATALOG

SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH

?, Splash, 13-1/4" Long .

TO REMOVE TABLE (16A, RP10)

(Instructions are referenced to 16" table. Procedure

is the same for all sizes.)

1 . Strip attachments from top of table. Unscrew

two 1/2" swivel clamping nuts (15, RP10)
from front of table.

Turn swivel adjustment disengaging e

(17A, RP10) so pin (12A) points straight up;

swivel table and lift it straight up off clamping

T-bolts. Table weighs over 60 lbs.

TO REMOVE TABLE SLIDE (35A, RP10)

1. Strip attachments and dogs (43, RP10) from
table. Disengage table traverse knobs and slow

movement crank. (Pull out hand shaft knobs
327, RP14and600, RP20.)

2. Push table slide to right and then to left far

enough to remove safety studs (280, RP14)
from both ends of saddle. (Hold up outer end
of table as it is moved.) Attach table to a

crane using four eye bolts in place of four

screws (615). Sling rope or cable through two
eye bolts and lift table slide straight up.

If no crane is available, it is possible to slide table

slide off one side after first removing filler blocks

(40, RP10) from the opposite end. When replacing,

exercise extreme caution not to knock any balls

out of their cage. The table slide is quite heavy —
180 lbs., by itself and 240 lbs., in combination
with table.



:incinnati No. 2 CUTTER AND TOOL GRINDER

SADDLE TABLE

SLIDE a SWIVEL TABLES
24" TABLE TRAVEL

WITH OR WITHOUT POWER FEED

I27KKK
I3IKKK
I45KKK



PARTS LIST CATALOG

SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH (Continued)

s, Splash, 13-1/4" Long . .
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SADDLE TABLE SADDLE
16" TABLE TRAVEL

269A ~^270



PARTS LIST CATALOG

SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH (Continued)

TO REMOVE HAND FEED SHAFT (329, RP14)

1. Drive out taper pin (328, RP14) and remove
front hand shaft knob (327).

2. Push table slide to opposite side far enough to

drive taper pin from pinion (334). (Block up
under extended end of table.)

3. Loosen clamp (323, RP14), remove set screw

(319), spring (318) and ball (320). Pull hand
feed shaft out the back of saddle.

PUBLICATION NO. M-2791-1
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SADDLE TABLE

SADDLE. POWER FEED
24" TABLE TRAVEL

Cincinnati Milac



PARTS LIST CATALOG

SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH (Continued)

m PUBLICATION NO. M-27



Cincinnati No. 2 CUTTER AND TOOL GRINDER

SADDLE -TABLE BALL TRACK. TABLE HAND FEED,
SPLASH GUARD
24" TABLE TRAVEL

Cincinnati Milacron



PARTS LIST CATALOG

SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH (Continued)

PUBLICATION NO. H
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CROSSFEED, SLOW TABLE HAND FEED
16" AND 24" TABLE TRAVEL

^
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PARTS LIST CATALOG

SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH (Continued)

TO REMOVE CROSS FEED SCREW (579A, RP20) AND

NUT (556A, RP20) AND SADDLE (428B, RP16)

1. Run saddle fully forward. Loosen set screw

(565A, RP20), knurled thumb screw (564)

and remove rear handwheel (566A), dial

(569) and key (580). Loosen set screw in nut,

tap screw to loosen lock shoe under it, and

remove shoe type lock nut (568B). Using

front handwheel (572A) turn left-hand cross

feed screw clockwise out of saddle. Front

bearing and seal will emerge with screw.

Screw will be forced out of rear bearing cone.

Place rope slings around ends of saddle and

pick it up off the base with a crane.

side of bed and tap c

out of bed.

i (31, 32, RP30) from

iss feed nut (556A) up

When assembling, allow cross feed nut to remain

free until saddle and cross feed screw have been

replaced and tested for freedom of movement
before locking nut with the set screws. It is best to

install a new screw and nut in case either shows

The taper bearings on ends of cross feed screw

should be so adjusted that handwheels have no

more than .005" rotary play. The inner edge of

dials must clear sides of saddle and cross screw

should protrude an equal amount past handwheel

TO REMOVE TABLE FEED PINION SHAFT ASSEMBLY

(606A, RP20)

Remove set screw (313, RP14 or 509, RP18) and

pull shaft assembly out front of bed.
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SADDLE TABLE

SADDLE TABLE LUBRICATION

TO' ^
CROSS -

FEED NUT& } 63iAk
/.DH-566A |\
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/ 621 '
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PARTS LIST CATALOG

SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH (Continued)
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SADDLE TABLE
TAILSTOCK - DIAMOND BRACKET

228A 229A 230

Cincinnati Milacron
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SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH (Continued)
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SADDLE TABLE
BLADE SUPPORTS

a>*fff.
244/

245A

246--"
J 248

247' W

256 257

x
267 268



PARTS LIST CATALOG

SADDLE TABLE -UNIT 1 DH (Concluded)
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WORKHEAD SPINDLE, DRAW-IN BOLT



PARTS LIST CATALOG

WORKHEAD-UNIT 1DGC

TO REMOVE WORK HEAD SPINDLE (155A, RP28)

1. Remove lock nut (171 A) from spindle and
loosen set screw (168) in top of cutter setting

dial. Slip cutter setting dial (169A) and
bushing (167A) from rear of workhead.

Remove key (156). This should be a nice fit

in both spindle and bushing.

2. Loosen knurled thumb screw (157), place

draw in bolt (149) assembly back into

workhead spindle (155A) and tap spindle

forward out of workhead.

Examine the dust ring (162A) on workhead,
dust cap (153A) and cutter setting dial

(169A), and the drive cap (695) on spindle,

for any evidence of rubbing. The clearance

between these parts is very small and any
mishandling or bumping while off will cause

contact and aside from making it hard to

rotate workhead, it may cause run out.



Cincinnati No. 2 CUTTER AND TOOL GRINDER

BASE AND ELEVATING SHAFT



PARTS LIST CATALOG

BASE -UNIT 1 DAB

TO REMOVE ELEVATING WORM SHAFT (17, RP30)

1
.

Take off louver (47, RP30) and tighten screw
(81, RP32) to keep column from dropping
when elevating shaft is removed.

After assembly, retighten clamping screw (81)
i itly so weight of sleeve and

wheelhead will always cause rack (68) to rest

l elevating pinion (79). thus, any possible

is always eliminated.

Loosen screws (26 and 27, RP30), remove
handwheel and dial and lift out key (18) from
right end of elevating shaft. Loosen set screw

(73, RP32) holding sleeve (8, RP30).

Using left side handwheel rotate elevating

shaft counterclockwise out of base. Items 1

through 20 will emerge together.

PUBLICATION N
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COLUMN HOUSING S SLEEVE
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PARTS LIST CATALOG

BASE -UNIT 1 DAB (Concluded)

TO REMOVE WHEELHEAD, (18A, RP4) COLUMN
SLEEVE (67, RP32) AND HOUSING (93, RP32)

Remove belt guard, grinding wheel guard and
grinding wheel from wheelhead.

Remove screw (156, RP4) and plug (157)
from column sleeve (67, RP32). Place a rope
sling around the wheelhead and lift it, with
mounting plate (159, RP4) and tilting bracket
(77) (if used), straight upward out of the
column sleeve.

Remove screw (48, RP4) and plug (47) from
wheelhead housing (18A) and separate
trunnion (155) from the wheelhead housing.

Through bottom openings of base remove set
screw (72, RP37) from left side of housing
(93). (This set screw, riding in a groove of
column sleeve, limits vertical movement of
sleeve.) Raise sleeve to topmost position with

elevating handwheel and remove four screws
(65) that fasten dust guard to housing.
Remove clamp ring (60) and lift off dust

guard (64). Loosen clamp screw (81). Affix
an eyebolt to the center of a steel plate %" x
1
" x 6Vi\ lower plate into sleeve so it catches

on inner lip, near top, and raise sleeve out of
column.

5. Proceed as per instructions on page RP31 and
remove elevating worm shaft.

Remove four screws (74, RP32) from top of
housing. Do not alter positions of bushings
(76). Affix an eyebolt to the center of a steel

plate (V4 " x 1" x 9%"). Lower the plate into
the housing at a 45° angle; then straighten
plate until it catches on the lip inside the
housing and raise the housing out of the base.

After assembly it will be necessary to tram spindle
to table in various positions. If necessary, use
adjusting bushings (76, RP32) to align spindle to
table. Retram after hold-down screws (74) have
been tightened.

When reassembling, eliminate backlash between
rack (68, RP32) and elevating pinion (91) by
tightening screw (81) so that the weight of the
column sleeve and wheelhead maintains contact
between the rack and pinion.
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COOLANT PUMP AND PIPING

FLOOD TYPE



PARTS LIST CATALOG

COOLANT PUMP AND PIPING -UNIT 1 DP

•Bolt- Eycf

Nipple - Co.
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WORK BLADE GRINDING ATTACHMENT

Cincinnati Milacron



PARTS LIST CATALOG

WORK BLADE GRINDING ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1DBW

KEVNO. P
NO

T PART NAME KEVNO. "No" PAHTNAMK

:i | Sill

159914
i

Budv - Hkid.' Grnniinti

Clump -Workhead, 24 TO* .

**

MICROMETER TABLE POSITIONING ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1 DJF
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CYLINDRICAL GRINDING ATTACHMFNT

SAW GRINDING ATTACHMENT DRAW IN BOLT

£& N,



PARTS LIST CATALOG

CYLINDRICAL GRINDING ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1 DBT

DRAW-IN BOLT FOR COLLETS -UNIT 1 DJF
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HEAVY DUTY TAILSTOCK

DUST EXHAUST ACCESSORIES



PARTS LIST CATALOG

HEAVY DUTY TAILSTOCK ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1 DJF

KEY NO.
P
NO

T PART NAME
usTd KEY NO.

P
Na PART NAME

uTeD

Ji

1

Jl

Screw - Spindio

!;

a

1

Screw - Thumb

fX'-™*X
k
Le«to"T

Packing ....

Clamp - Workh

spincili- T.nKmrk, Right Hand

Cap - Tallstock «W Hand

1DJF Body - Tallstock, Right Hind,

EXHAUST DUST ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1 DJF
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ATTACHMENTS

CUTTER SHARPENING ARBOR SAW SHARPENING 8 SIDE MILL

DRAW IN COLLET ATTACHMENT FOR NO. 6H OR NO. 5C
^««4©

k:;
REF. IDH-I60

V

>-"-v:\^>- fflfl

JJ-
\

|7;

24 SLOT INDEXING ATTACHMENT

2" RAISING BLOCK 188

Oj)'©
REDUCING COLLET

FACE MILL ADAPTER



PARTS LIST CATALOG

ATTACHMENTS (Miscellaneous) -UNIT 1 DJF
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ATTACHMENTS

CUTTER SHARPENING ARBOR
SAW SHARPENING S SIDE

DRAW IN COLLET ATTACHMENT FOR NO. 6H OR NO. 5C

j/ 164 C

REF. IDH-160^

24 SLOT INDEXING ATTACHMENT

185 186 187

2" RAISING BLOCK 188

C^j) ©
REDUCING COLLET

FACE MILL ADAPTER

Cincinnati Milacron
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ATTACHMENTS (Miscellaneous) -UNIT 1 DJF
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ATTACHMENTS

CUTTER SHARPENING ARBOR
SAW SHARPENING S SIDE MILL

DRAW IN COLLET ATTACHMENT FOR NO. 6H OR NO. 5C "*S®«^8 s

REF. IDH-I60
v

IV;
pt®W,

24 SLOT INDEXING ATTACHMENT

185 186 187

2" RAISING BLOCK 188

REDUCING COLLET

FACE MILL ADAPTER

Cincinnati Milacroi
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ATTACHMENTS (Miscellaneous) -UNIT 1 DJF
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GEAR CUTTER SHARPENING ATTACHMENT



PARTS LIST CATALOG

GEAR CUTTER SHARPENING ATTACHMENTS -UNIT 1 DBV
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INTERNAL GRINDING ATTACHMENT



PARTS LIST CATALOG

INTERNAL GRINDING ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1 DBP
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NO.I RADIUS GRINDING ATTACHMENT
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PARTS LIST CATALOG

RADIUS GRINDING ATTACHMENT -NO. 1-UNIT 1 DGB
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PARTS LIST CATALOG

RADIUS GRINDING ATTACHMENT -No.1 -UNIT 1 DGB (Concluded)
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N0.2 RADIUS GRINDING ATTACHMENT
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PARTS LIST CATALOG

RADIUS GRINDING ATTACHMENT -NO. 2 -UNIT 1 DEJ
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PARTS LIST CATALOG

FACE MILL GRINDING ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1 DCA
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SURFACE GRINDING ATTACHMENT
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PARTS LIST CATALOG

SURFACE GRINDING ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1 DBU
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LONG REAMER GRINDING ATTACHMENT

REF-IDJF-185

r



PARTS LIST CATALOG

LONG REAMER GRINDING ATTACHMENT -UNIT 1 DBZ

:
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INSTRUCTION PLATES

<&*mL

CEEP DOORS CLOSE!

( MATCH BUTTONS }—U TO OIL CROSS •

[ FEED SCREW J

POWER FEED

O

^
RADIUS GRIND

CAUTION
BSE 40T PULLEY ON HOTOR

t 3TT PULLET OK SPIRDLE
WHEN USING 8' DM. WHEEL.

COOLANT
ON OFF
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INSTRUCTION PLATES
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Machine Tools

Process Controls

Chemicals

Plastics

Plastics Processing Machinery

Abrasives
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